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Section 1: Executive Summary 

This Strategy adopts a methodical approach to revitalising Chesham High Street (for the  

purposes of this document the High Street is defined as the main shopping street, adjacent  

yards and surrounding retail areas). It has at its heart the need to build consensus and to  

encourage the whole town to engage with the plan and its associated activities.  

It has been written by Chesham Connect, the revitalisation group for Chesham and Greater  

Chesham, which works to support and encourage community interest and charity groups 

that develop and improve the local area. 

 

Within this document the vision, motivation and core beliefs of Chesham Connect are 

considered, as is their capacity to implement the objectives of this plan.  In line with the  

aims of Chesham Connect we will work in partnership with other groups and organisations  

with similar aims.   

It takes as its starting point the many positive attributes of Chesham not least the proximity  

to the Underground Station and the presence of a significant number of independent  

retailers, but also considers the negative aspects of the High Street and how these might be  

addressed. 

The strategy is based on previous work carried out with a cross section of Chesham people  

in March 2019. It included a SWOT and PEST analysis and the strategy builds on this work.  

It has been strengthened enormously by input from a brand consultant. In addition,  



Chesham Connect has carried out market analysis, including industrial competitor analysis.   

This document sets goals and measurable objectives but most importantly sets a realistic  

time frame of 3 - 5 years and is fluid in stating that priorities will change with new  

information and opportunities. 

Whilst acknowledging that a marketing plan can have up to ’13 Ps’ Chesham Connect has  

restricted itself to the traditional ‘4 Ps’ i.e. Product; Price; Promotion and Place. 

This strategy assesses the potential market and subdivides it, seeking the closest and most  

easily obtained, before looking to extend into new and untapped markets. It is by identifying  

these markets that a more focused approach can be implemented. 

This strategy can only be deemed successful if there are clear targets against which it can be  

measured. These are known as Key Performance Indicators or KPIs. They also serve to keep  

those implementing the strategy to continually review their actions to ensure that they are 

producing meaningful results. 

Finally, this strategy identifies the outcomes that it intends to achieve and the final measure  

of the success of this strategy. 

 

Section 2: Elevator Pitch 

We’re helping to revitalise the High Street in Chesham by engaging and inspiring visitors,  

shoppers and retailers through targeted campaigns under an overarching vision. 

 

Section 3: Vision  

To make Chesham High Street the thriving nucleus of the town with a wide range of  

independent shops and cafés, contributing positively to the local economy.  

 

Section 4: Mission Statement 

Encouraging more people to come into Chesham, to prolong time spent and increase the  

individual visitor spend, by showcasing Chesham High Street in a series of interlinked  

campaigns. 

 

Section 5: Objectives  

 To create a unique identity for the High Street 

 To raise the profile of the shopping experience in the High Street 



 Improve the shopping environment as an appealing place to visit 

 Encourage new and varied retailers to come to the town 

 Attract repeat visits to the High Street from local non-users and new visitors from 

out of town 

 To increase the ‘dwell time’ of visitors to the High Street 

 To make the High Street more than merely a place to shop 

 

Section 6: Core Values 

Chesham Connect will: - 

 Act with integrity and welcome ideas, proposals and criticism from all sources   

 Explore collaboration with other Chesham-based organisations to boost Chesham 

Connect’s capacity to manage this strategy and gain from other ideas 

 Build consensus on the way forward to revitalise the High Street 

 Keep everyone informed and up to date with our activities 

 Seek all funding opportunities in support of the aims and objectives within this 

strategy 

 

Section 7: Purpose – Why are we doing this? 

 To further develop the economic profile of the town 

 To support and promote the existing original retailers  

 To encourage a wide range of mostly independent retailers to locate to the High 

Street and reduce the number of vacant retail outlets to as close to zero as possible  

 

Section 8: Benefits 

Community – social cohesion centred on the High Street as a result of building and sharing a  

joint aim. 

Workforce – more local employment opportunities resulting from a more vibrant High 

Street. 

Retailers – increased footfall will offer greater security to existing retailers and encourage 

new retailers to the town. 

Politicians – a successful town/High Street will reflect positively on the Town Council and  



will potentially result in further support for this strategy. Such support may be financial or  

building connections with the Unitary Council.  

  Hitchin High St 

Keswick Market   

  Ipswich Market  



Section 9: SWOT of the High Street- 

 

Strengths 

Experienced brand developer is supporting the project 

Close proximity to the station. Metropolitan line is a busy link to London 

Marries market town experience with green fields and countryside experience 

Majority of retail is independent and therefore easier to differentiate the market 

Pedestrianised High Street 

Heritage inherent in both Chesham and the High Street 

Chesham Connect has some financial reserves that can support aspects of the strategy 

Wide balanced variety of retailers and food outlets ensures wide appeal 

An increase in the number of cafés and restaurants at all price points 

Higher than normal number of independent retailers 

Weaknesses 

Lack of joined up thinking- overall strategy and working between the various groups 

High Street lacks visual cohesion  

Declining footfall 

Erosion of the visual aesthetic of the street 

Perceived as too long (possibly the type of retailers in areas of the High Street)  



No sense of place 

Lack of accommodation limits visitors to one day only  

Chesham Connect is a small group with big ambitions that in its current form will not fully  

support the wider strategy 

In a commuter belt but not a destination  

Imbalance between Market Square and the other end of the High Street – Market Square  

has more of a sense of place by virtue of the Clock Tower and surrounding street furniture  

and flower beds. It would be easy to focus attention on Market Square but the strategy  

should be to make both ends and the middle of the High Street of equal appeal so that  

shoppers are drawn through the length of the High Street 

Locals’ negative belief when they haven’t looked, that the High Street is devoid of interest  

Pedestrianisation does not appear appealing in terms of safety and aesthetics 

Market traders contribute to a lack of uniformity in the appearance of the High Street 

Number of taxis on the rank contributes to detraction of the aesthetics of the High Street  

and the pollution 

Parking – fees, duration of stay, reduces dwell time of visitors by car. 

Opportunities 

Can build on the existing support from the community 

Can get information out by using existing social media pages and an electronic newsletter,  

‘Hat Tricks’ 

Changing demographic within Chesham  

A number of existing funding sources exist 

Utilise the High Street for more events and festivals particularly at the traditionally quiet 

times at weekends 

Could build on heritage of being a market town since the 1200s 

Could work with other groups to achieve some aims e.g. Chesham in Bloom 

Utilise Neptune as a feeder of visitors to the town’s independent stores where there is an  

obvious cross over of customer base . 

Threats 

Trend for online shopping 

Perceived, often mistakenly, as more expensive than online shopping 

Empty retail units and absentee landlords create a hollow feel 



Not having an enclosed (roofed) shopping centre could draw people to those that have 

cover 

Lack of investment in the High Street 

Lack of comprehensive planning so that initiatives spring up and then cease  

 

Section 10: Pest Analysis 

Political 

Single Party dominates 

Large town but small political voice against CDC and BCC 

Lack of investment and vision 

Brexit uncertainty 

Unitary authority and how it will operate is a cause for concern 

Economic 

Business rents and rates 

Balanced shopping experience for each varied socio-economic group 

Growing evening economy 

Vacant retail outlets provide room to grow 

Some larger retail outlets are locating in Chesham e.g. Argos, Neptune and Holland and 

Barratt 

Rapid turn-around when the retail outlet is good e.g. Johnson’s Dry Cleaners immediately  

replaced by established bakers that will bridge the gap between Greggs and Darvells 

Changing retail and consumer behaviour 

Social 

Local community comprises of mixed socio-economic groups and the retail offer accurately  

reflects this 

Influx of people moving from renting in London to purchasing in Chesham  

Perceived disconnect between the Chamber of Commerce or similar organisation and the  

retailers 

Retailers do not have a cohesive voice 

Technology  

Social media - Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat   

Hashtags  



Closed Loop Silicone Vale 

Potential to develop an app 

Chiltern Voice Radio, Three Counties Radio, Radio London 

 

Section 11: Goals 

N.B. Circumstances will dictate priorities and this section will be continually updated as 

goals are achieved and funding or other opportunities become available. 

1 - 3 months 

Complete the strategy for revitalising the High Street 

Explore collaboration with other Chesham-based organisations and if they can boost our  

management of this project (e.g. marketing)  

Meet the Chamber of Commerce to involve local retailers / businesses  

Meet the local Imam/Mosque Council to involve the Muslim community  

If recent grant application fails explore possibility of pursuing the strategy with the above 

via collective finance and common projects  

Submit two applications for funding 

Research the rates and business rates and base line data for visitor numbers 

Design and write a monthly newsletter with the aim of building consensus 

Promote the strategy to a wider audience i.e. retailers, Chesham residents 

6 - 12 months 

Develop clear branding of the High Street, including uniform colour scheme 

Launch Destination Chesham Campaign (assumes successful grant award)  

Begin staged introduction of the ‘Mad Hatter’ concept. This is to be built on Chesham’s own 

Mad Hatter, Roger Crab, rather than the Lewis Carroll/Disney version and for this to be a 

jumping off point rather than a sole focus 

Introduce the ‘I love Chesham because…’ Campaign 

Year 1 – Year 3  

Develop a retailer group similar to the existing Clock Tower Traders populated by  

enthusiastic, dynamic, entrepreneurial retailers based in and around the High Street  

If recent grant application fails explore possibility of pursuing the strategy via collective  

finance and common projects  

Create Chesham’s Hat Day in Year 1  



Begin to develop Chesham Hat Day to become a broader festival in years 2 and 3 retaining  

the hat theme   

Meet with Neptune to advertise the High Street to their customers 

Year 3 - Year 5 

Improve the pedestrianised High Street – removal or planned use of the ‘Fourth Plinth’  

Firm up the pedestrianisation aspect of the High Street by controlling vehicular traffic 

Install a piece of public art in the High Street 

Devise a festival with the theme of Hats  

Install brown ‘Historic Market Town’ signs on all the roads leading to Chesham  

Year 5 

Build and promote the Festival of Hats so that by year 5 it extends beyond the High Street  

and appeals to the wider community, drawing people in from a wider geographic area 

Establish and promote a wide programme of events including established events ideally  

once a month or more frequently: this would include bringing established events into the 

overall plan to maximise publicity and attendance 

Have an established programme of events that has appeal and reaches beyond that of  

Chesham and Greater Chesham 

 

Section 12: Outcomes 

Higher visitor numbers to the High Street  

Shorter time between vacancy and re-occupancy of retail outlets 

A vibrant night time economy 

A successful weekend economy 

 

Section 13: Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 

These should be worked up to include achievable measurements. Specifically, items 2,3 and  

4 will require some pre and post research and this will need to be clearly defined before  

funding can be sought. 

1) Number of visitors to our website/web page/Facebook site 

2) Increase in visitor traffic via Underground 

3) Increase in distance that people are willing to travel to visit Chesham 

4) Number of new visitors to the High Street (need baseline data)   



5) Increase in retail expenditure (will rely on retailers providing the information)  

6) More independent retailers locating to the High Street, fewer retailers leaving the 

High Street and a reduction in turn-around time between the two 

7) More retailers to publicly support Chesham Connect High Street campaigns  

8)  

Section 14: Target Audiences 

Residents of Chesham and Greater Chesham that already support the High Street  

Residents of Chesham and Greater Chesham who currently do not support the High Street 

Day visitors from along the Metropolitan Line initially as far as Harrow on the Hill and  

eventually as far North West London 

Visitors from a 20 mile radius travelling by car 

Walkers  

Cyclists  

 

Section 15: Industry Analysis 

Chesham is a growing town with a changing demographic. The majority of new residents are  

young families or divorcees moving from London; drawn by lower property prices, good  

schools, transport links and a sense of community. The expectation of what the High Street  

should provide is changing accordingly (Research: estate agents interviewed by Chesham  

Connect in 2018). 

 

Section 16: Competitive Analysis & Advantage 

Competition to the High Street comes from three areas: internet shopping which is seen as  

cheaper and more convenient; shopping centres such as Watford, Hemel Hempstead and  

High Wycombe which have larger retail outlets but have little or no character and difference  

between them; and London which is at least an hour away, crowded and expensive. 

Chesham's advantage is having independent shops and cafés/restaurants at a range of price  

points, a vibrant market and in being an historic countryside market town tracing its origins  

back to the 13th Century. 

 

 

 



Section 17: Marketing Plan 

Product 

The shopping experience in Chesham, an historic market town at the end of the  

Metropolitan Line, specialising in a large number of independent retailers  

Price  

Retail outlets ranging from cheaper market goods to those provided by the independent  

retailers selling more unique items. 

Cafés/Restaurants operate at all price points from fast food outlets to the more gourmet  

restaurant experience 

Promotion 

Use a range of social media platforms to target specific demographics – the demographic 

will dictate which platform to use 

The quirkiness of Chesham would be important to the campaign and will be used to create  

engaging content 

The social media campaign should feature ‘human interest’ and ‘behind the scenes’ with  

local businesses and people running/participating in events 

Orchestrated campaign targeting various markets utilising traditional methods such as  

posters and leaflets and the provision of branded recyclable shopping bags together with  

the use of social media 

Potential for celebrity endorsement but only if it fits within wider strategy 

Develop promotional material that exploits the quirkiness of Chesham e.g. advertising for a  

candlestick maker to complete the set of Butcher and Baker 

Chesham Heritage: 

1. Yards – Francis Yard (where it’s thought Roger Crab’s shop was, Lacey’s Yard, Lum’s Yard, 

now renamed Darsham Walk  

2. Family Businesses – several long-standing, e.g. Cox the Saddler (since 1905, though it’s  

now owned by a different family but they kept the name), Darvell’s Bakery (175 years over 6  

generations), Pearce’s Hardware (since 1938), Brazil’s family butchers from 1920s-88 – now  

Brazil’s Kitchen 

3. Industrial heritage – boots, brushes, woodenware, straw plaiting, lacemaking, silk making,  

paper-making, toys, teddy bears, handbags 

4. Non-conformity – a town of rebels – Lollard Thomas Harding burned at the stake for  



reading the bible in English, today there are three Baptist churches, United Reform, 

Methodist, Spiritualist, and the Quaker Meeting house 

5. Famous people who’ve lived here:  

Arthur Liberty who founded Liberty’s Regent St was born at no. 10 High Street above his  

father’s draper’s shop 

Sir George Gilbert Scott designed no. 16 High St for Dr Rumsey 

Stephen Fry lived on Stanley Avenue as a child 

Aneurin Bevan lived at Ashridge 

D H Lawrence lived for a short time in a cottage at Bellingdon 

6. Town motto – ‘serve one another.’ Chesham is perceived as a friendly, welcoming place  

where people help each other. 

A town of culture: 

Boasting two theatres, at least five theatre groups, several live music venues, street 

musicians, local art and photography exhibitions, choirs, folk club, folk dancing group, All-

girls Band, White Hill Community Centre, etc. 

Place 

Close proximity to the countryside 

Close to the Underground Station, less than 10 miles from the M1 and the M40 and  

within easy walking distance of car parks 

Attractive pedestrianised High Street 

 

Section 18: Team 

The Executive Committee is hard working, dynamic, frequently exceeding its capacity  

and now looking to expand and develop in order to achieve the outcomes set out in this  

plan. However, the size of the committee restricts the speed and ambition of this strategy;  

therefore, we will actively invite new members who we believe have the necessary skills,  

dynamism and talent to contribute to and enhance the work of the committee. The Advisory 

Group is made up solely of such people and will be directly approached to join the Executive 

Committee. 



Section 19: Operations Plan 

    2019 Chart 

Task October  November  December  

Task A    

Task B    

Task C    

Task D    

Task E    

Task F    

Task G    

Task H    

Task I    

Task J    

Task K    

Task L    

 

 

 

 

 



2020 Chart 

Task Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 

Task A             

Task B             

Task C             

Task D             

Task E             

Task F             

Task G             

Task H             

Task I             

Task J             

Task K             

Task L             

 

 

 

 

 

 



2021 Chart 

Task Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 

Task A             

Task B             

Task C             

Task D             

Task E             

Task F             

Task G             

Task H             

Task I             

Task J             

Task K             

Task L             

 

  



2022 Chart 

Task Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 

Task A             

Task B             

Task C             

Task D             

Task E             

Task F             

Task G             

Task H             

Task I             

Task J             

Task K             

Task L             

 

  



2023 Chart 

Task Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 

Task A             

Task B             

Task C             

Task D             

Task E             

Task F             

Task G             

Task H             

Task I             

Task J             

Task K             

Task L             

 

  



2024 Chart 

Task Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 

Task A             

Task B             

Task C             

Task D             

Task E             

Task F             

Task G             

Task H             

Task I             

Task J             

Task K             

Task L             

 

 

 

 

 

 



Section 20: Financial Projections  

 

Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Totals

Income

Reserves 0

CDC Grant 0

Collaboration 0

Fundraising 0

0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Expenses

Design station sign 0

Print station sign 0

Design leaflets 0

Print leaflets 0

Distribute leaflets 0

Artwork for bags 0

Artwork for shops 0

0

0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Outcome 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HIGH STREET STRATEGY

 

 

 

 

 


